Nonintegrating Human Somatic Cell Reprogramming Methods.
Traditional biomedical research and preclinical studies frequently rely on animal models and repeatedly draw on a relatively small set of human cell lines, such as HeLa, HEK293, HepG2, HL60, and PANC1 cells. However, animal models often fail to reproduce important clinical phenotypes and conventional cell lines only represent a small number of cell types or diseases, have very limited ethnic/genetic diversity, and either senesce quickly or carry potentially confounding immortalizing mutations. In recent years, human pluripotent stem cells have attracted a lot of attention, in part because these cells promise more precise modeling of human diseases. Expectations are also high that pluripotent stem cell technologies can deliver cell-based therapeutics for the cure of a wide range of degenerative and other diseases. This review focuses on episomal and Sendai viral reprogramming modalities, which are the most popular methods for generating transgene-free human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) from easily accessible cell sources. Graphical Abstract.